S.K.H. Lam Woo Memorial Secondary School
DLG Three-year plan for the thirteenth cohort of NSS students (2021/22 to 2023/24)
DLG funded

Name of programme/course
programmes

Duration of

Estimated number

programme/

of students

Strategies and benefits
anticipated

- To offer a range of
applied learning
courses for students
with different
learning needs and
interests

Teacher-in-charge

Budget

CSH

$75,000

learning/success indicators
course

Applied
Learning

Evaluation of student

21/22

22/23

23/24

Areas of studies:
- Creative Studies
- Media and
Communication
- Business, Management
and Law
- Applied Science
- Engineering and
Production Services

- Survey/evaluation report
on students’ feedback
2 years

0

5

5

- Assessment of students’
performance
- Successful completion of
courses

DLG(ApL) from EDB

$75,000

- To arouse students’

Other
programmes

interest towards
Chinese language
and culture
- To enhance
students’ language
ability

Chinese Enrichment
Course

3 years

30

30

30

- Test/examination
students’ performance
- Survey/evaluation report
on students’ feedback

WML, tutor
from external
organizations

$10,000

10

- Test/examination
students’ performance
- Evaluation on students’
feedback

HCP, external
tutors

$25,000

- To arouse students’
interest in English
language and
culture
- To enhance
students’ language
competence

English Enrichment
Course

3 years

10

10

- To arouse students’

- Assessment of students’

interest in
Mathematics
- To enhance
students’ skills in
Mathematics

performance
- Successful completion of
programmes
- Evaluation on students’
feedback

- To enhance
students’ speaking
ability
- To prepare higher
achievers in Physics
for Hong Kong
Physics Olympiad
- To nurture higher
achievers in
Mathematics and
Science domains
- To nurture higher
achievers in
Science domains

- To nurture higher
achievers in various
domains

Mathematics Enrichment
Course

Inter-school Model
United Nations

3 years

3 years

15

10

15

10

15

10

- Assessment of students’
performance
- Successful completion of

WKT, external
tutors

$24,000

CCL, PHM

$2,000

LSH, tutors
form external
organizations

$4,000

CCL, HKUST

$16,000

CCL, CUHK

$2,000

CCL, CUHK

$2,000

programmes
Physics Enrichment
Course

HKUST Dual
Programme

CUHK
Science Academy for
Young Talent

3 years

3 years

3 years

10

4

2

10

4

2

10

4

2

- Result in open
competitions
- Test/examination
performance
- Students’ feedback
- Result in the programme
- Test/examination
performance
- Students’ feedback
- Result in the programme
- Test/examination

CUHK Programmes for
the Gifted and Talented

3 years

2

2

2

performance
- Students’ feedback
- Result in the programme

- To nurture higher
achievers in
debating
- To encourage high
achievers to brush
up their knowledge
- To purchase gifted
education related

Debating Team

3 years

8

8

8

- Result in open
competitions

Entry fee for various
competitions

3 years

10

10

10

- Result in open
competitions

/

3 years

/

/

/

- Students’ feedback

PHM, tutor from
external
organizations

$5,000

WKT, LKL

$2,600

CCL

$200

reference books
DLG (Other Programmes)
Other
Language

- To encourage
students to hone
their language
abilities

Japanese Network
Programme

3 years

3

3

3

- Result in public
examination

CCL

DLG (Other Languages)

$92,800

$11,700

$11,700

